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Senior Portraits

This is a special time in the life of every high school senior, marked by
accomplishments and new beginnings. Take this perfect opportunity to get a
professional portrait. Anyone can take pictures; an artist creates portraits.

Capturing the Images

Wallet Specials

Deluxe Session: Outfits changes and the additional time to
create that “unique” look. Only $95.

Wallet prints are economical for use in graduation
announcements, scholarship
and employment applications.

My studio garden is wonderful for a setting and is often better
than any park. Other locations also available for little or no
charge.

Senior & Gift Prints
Traditional Prints for Family & Friends

Price per pose.
24 for $34 32 for $40
40 for $46 48 for $52
56 for $58 64 for $64

To personalize them with your
name and year, add $10 per
pose.

Mix and match from any poses you want to create your own package.
Size

1-8x10
1-5x7

Classic

$50
$30

Enhanced

Digital Classic

Digital Enhanced*

$60		$60		$80
$40		$40		$60

Level I retouch on Classic Level II retouch on Enhanced.

Plan Ahead

Norman Rehme is able to accept only
a limited number of sessions. Please allow
enough time to properly prepare your
portraits for yearbook, family, and friends.

Payent Terms

ones!

Wall Art

Best artwork is of your own loved

Preserve Memories
It is hard to beat the classic beauty of a
traditional wall portrait. You’ll cherish the
image for years to come. Retouchings and
mounting included.
		Heritage
Masterpiece
		Finish		Canvas
20x24
$400		$600
16x20
$275		$425
11x14
$175		$300

Because the price of these services is
so reasonable, payment is expected in full
at the time of the sitting and upon ordering.
Split orders incur additional charges. Prices
do not include sales tax. Minimum order

is $400 in prints.
Retouching

Level I applied to all images and it zaps
the zits. Level II goes further to smooth
and tones skins. Level III is complete with
enhancements to eyes, slips, hair, and other
secrets of the trade. Artwork such as braces
and head swaps is extra.

* What is a digital file and what can you legally do with them? Copyright laws apply to photograhy just as they do with any artistic work.
If you purchase an electronic copy, you have purchased a license to use it for your personal and non-commercial use. You cannot sell them
or recreate and change them. However, what most people want to do in today’s electronic age is show them to friends and family. You are
licensed in writing to put them on social media, store copies, print out a set, make your scrapbooks, and even email a few. If you need a
more flexible license, such as a set for parents, arrangements can be made.
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